
On the cover of the September 24th 
issue of Time magazine is an image of a 
teacher at her desk in a state of 
borderline economic and spiritual defeat. 
Several teachers in fact. Three different 
covers were used to emphasize that 

these are not isolated instances, but rather a system-wide failure. For public school teachers 
entrenched on the front lines, Play is a godsend-like,discovered gift as they try to survive stress, 
depression and burnout.  
 
Play is power that teachers can claim for themselves -- and for their students. Play is the 
ultimate redemption.  If you began your teaching career with unbridled enthusiasm and idealism, 
but now need to find yourself at mid-passage, Play is definitely a way to bring a bold new 
beginning into your teaching. Play gives teachers a principle by which to guide them that is part 
of nature and gives them the sense that they have a safe path on which to plan, take risks, 
strategize, and improvise. 
 
What kind of Play? In short, the kind of play that works at every level -- an appropriate process 
for bringing play’s nutrients into the classroom and into the hands of kids and teachers 
everywhere.  We call it Play Language. 

In the spirit of genetic selection, we extracted the playful dynamism found in the 
art of puppetry. This intentional selection effectively enabled us to bypass puppetry’s 
complex theater, scripts, and TV trappings. Instead of the conventional hand puppet, we 
used construction paper and a universal paper hinge to give form and function to a 
system-driven play media.  

Play Language harnesses Play as a powerful force in evolution and a scientific principle of 
learning. The US Patent Office recognized our claim that Play is Energy and that a powerful art 
rooted in Play can be recast as a system of paper forms as play-based, hand-actuated media. 
As schools begin to bring ‘hands-on’ learning back into the classroom, Play Language is a 
powerful way to carry Play Energy. We put play-propelled language into the hands of every 
participant. In this way, Play Language fosters play literacy, a viral kind of social-emotional 
literacy, not by teaching but by immersing and creating experiences.  Play Language is 
recognized the annals of brain science, which Play Tectonics founder Jeffrey Peyton introduced 
by invitation to brain scientists in 2004 at an Emotions, Learning & Education symposium, 
Copenhagen, Denmark.  
 
With Play Language, we 

● Leverage Play as the brain’s invention  
● Create a new foundation of learning culture based on the science of Play 
● Create a new foundation for Mental, Social, Intellectual Health in teaching 
● Establish a foundation for growing a new curriculum based on Play 
● Help you take an existing curriculum and breathe new life into it 
● Set the stage for a new learning modules.  
● Challenge the overreliance on technology 
● Challenge the habituating effects of the screen in our learning culture--at home and school.  

 



 
 
Play Language represents a powerful transformation in learning culture. Play, in principle and 
practice, has the power to erase the most deadly social sicknesses related to factory learning 
culture. These include school shooter syndrome, bullying, suicide, stress & test, the practice of 
psychotropic drugging, zero-tolerance and the overall reliance on the punitive mindset that has 
held our schools hostage from the very beginning of institutional learning.  
 
If Mary’s little lamb had been welcomed past the walls of the school, who knows what would 
have happened? Animals?, Puppets? Play in Learning? An opening of the pedagogic heart and 
mind that quite possibly could or would have prevented the coming of punitive, factory culture? 
The hickory stick, the paddle, the formal adoption of the Prussian model of schooling which set 
the stage for zero tolerance, the school-to-prison pipeline; If there was ever a need to wonder 
about the principle and the promise of Play in our troubled learning culture, it is now.  
 
But Play’s impact isn’t just about its power to heal and neutralize cultural pathologies. Starting 
with the letter G as in Gee Whiz, Play comes in like a guest, a gift, a godsend, a wave of 
goodness.  Our collection of Teacher Journals attest to these assertions; if you want to recreate 
your world in the classroom, teacher, welcome Play. 
 
Play engages the mind-brain, social-emotional capacity in young and adult alike. Play directly 
impacts the emotional space of school (psychic space and physical space) 
 
 
WHAT CLASSROOM BENCHMARKS ARE YOU MEASURING?  
 
Negative behavior, rudeness, Impulsivity, bullying, fear, shyness, distraction, absence. What 
can we bring? Enthusiasm, less stress, anticipation, attentiveness, unbridled conversation; 
occupied, focused, motivated kids. 
 
Some beneficial aspects of Play can be experienced overnight; others impact the culture over 
time. It’s time for the culture to open its doors and windows and allow these life-affirming 
elements in, not just as enrichment (as in art or recess) but as mainstream, sustained friends 
who come to stay. 
 
 
 
 
AT HOME & PRESCHOOL 
An overview of play’s reach begins in the Home with the adult modeling of social-emotional 
communication skills, language acquisition, listening, involving the hand-speech brain loop, 
motor skills, introducing an alternative to screen infatuation-habituation. As practitioners of Play, 
educators evolve as specialists in applied brain science 
 
 
 
Play Language builds developmentally with sustained socialization, receptivity, mastery in 
design and building their own individual custom learning tools that promote fluency in speech 



and articulation; self and other awareness; other & self-regulation; engendering affinity for 
school and others. 
 
Play Language is an antidote to shyness and victim behavior; to negative home life (with play, 
the classroom becomes a home, and the home a class); a way to engage young minds in 
attentiveness and conversiveness. The child’s mind becomes a prolific garden: a space where 
the Imagination can grow.  
 
PRIMARY/ INTERMEDIATE  
Play Language provides school-age children daily exposure to an Inclusive positive energy 
force; Increased motivation and purpose; having play-literate adults jumpstart and play along 
with them in the course of learning is huge; deeper/ sustained writing experiences; listening, 
affection for books & reading; deeper sustained relationship with language, Productive Thinking 
(visual, imaginative, synthesis; less Stress means more receptivity and less fear (around 
math?); Less shyness, more willingness to risk and engage; Brain Principle: Emotions precede 
Cognition  
 
Attention span development; sustained conversation development; empathy and emotional 
capacity developed; affection & appreciation for word play; appreciation of peer power to 
contribute to learning experiences (not all on teacher; meaning that engagement builds 
responsibility); play fills vacuum--with positivity. Hands-on building & Design akin to Origami; 
creative IQ boost; because Play is a big learning resource for kids, they become interested in 
how the brain works. Play is a natural springboard for understanding biology, life forms, how life 
evolved, how scientists work, how nature works; play is mental health; giving kids a way to live 
life through their birthright learning modality is a way to prevent depression, leverage boredom, 
and strengthen their inner resourcefulness. 
 
MIDDLE & HIGH SCHOOL 
Precisely when adults begin to think that pre-teen and high school are beyond play, we have 
found that, because it’s been so long denied, older students respond powerfully and welcome 
the inclusion of play. Play Language provides fun and engagement when interviews and dialogs 
are used to explore concepts and readings in depth. If you are looking for a way to disappear 
boredom and conventional low-affect classroom discussion and teeth-pulling, it’s time to jump 
into play. 
 
Older students enjoy abstract approaches: inanimate ideas take living form in play-based 
classroom experiences, including Talk Show-like interviews and appearances focused on 
History and Biography.  
 
Play is Trending: the computational Origami Lab MIT; Meditation’s recent value in elementary 
and high schools proven to reduce behavior leading to school suspensions, Play’s proven 
impact in college Foreign Language classrooms to decrease fear and increase fluency; 
Einstein’s imagined rides on imagined light beams underscore the power of playful mindedness. 
and Parkland’s school shooting survivors who are advancing the healing impact of the arts in 
learning culture. All provide evidence that Play is desperately and urgently needed in our 
classrooms. 
 
 



IMPACT AND BENEFITS FOR TEACHERS 
 
Learn from Play and get exposed to the Play virus 
Set things in motion to generate energy that takes on a life of its own. 
Allow kids to help carry the flow of energy & the conversation. 
Boost their Creative IQ 
Learn that it’s worth taking more risks. 
Get excited about how responsive their students are to play 
Become fluent in Play Language (ie new life to material, concepts, readings, key learnings,  
Apply play-based engagement strategies. 
Have a corps of teaching assistants that show up everyday 
Come to feel differently about teaching 
Begin to see their students through the joy of play instead of through the Gaze of Evaluation 
Create experiences instead of covering material. 
Grow a relationship with students that is closer and more positive 
Enjoy teaching more because play is a dependable guide.  
Put more of themselves into it. 
View creativity as a lifeline, instead of a cliff. 
Practice play as an antidote to burn out. 
Feel less conflicted about Test preparation when they can add the element of play . 
In the classroom, Play is another country where all the people speak their native language. 
Learn that their classroom is a foreign country where they have more fun and more confidence if 
they are fluent in the native language. 
Learn that play is a way out of the education factory AND into a more effective, less damaging 
way to impart knowledge to young minds. (We call it the Learning Habitat.) 
 
“HOW DO I START?”, you may be asking yourself. We have taken our proprietary media of 
Play Language, proven and trademarked under the name PuppetoolsⓇ, and updated it for 
today’s learning interfaces. Using mobile friendly Google Classroom, our introductory course, 
Puppetools Basics, is now available to experience at your convenience. By signing up, you 
become a member of a community of fellow Play activists, with certification by Play Tectonics 
available for those who enroll. If parents and teachers begin discovering the power of play and 
play language, it will bring transformation. You can help make that discovery happen. 
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